An Open Letter From Molech,
God of the Canaanites
Hey guys. Molech here. You might have also heard me called
Moloch. Either name is fine…I’m not really that picky about
it. I’ll keep this as brief as possible because I know
everyone is really busy these days with all the Facebooking,
Twittering, and the general feeling of outrage at everything
all the time.
When I got into this whole “god” business, it wasn’t really
something I planned or thought out. The people at the time
decided they needed a new god to serve, someone that was going
to help with crops, fertility, and winning battles. You know –
the basics. They picked me mainly because I was the only one
around who was eight feet tall and had the head of a bull. I
have to admit, I do present a pretty striking image.
Intimidating is the word people used. In the beginning, they
were bringing me goats, and sheep, and maybe the odd cow or
two to sacrifice. They would “pass them through the fire”, I
would burn them up, and that was that. Full disclosure here: I
was and am a gigantic fraud. I never made it rain, helped with
crops, or won any battles for anyone. Nope, I’m just an
awesome looking bull man. I have no supernatural powers, but
the priests decided the people needed something to worship, so
I got the gig.
The problem with this whole set up is that after a time, when
things didn’t get better for the people, sacrificing cows and
sheep didn’t seem like it was enough. That’s when they started
bringing out the kids. I have to admit it was a genius move.
The people were truly desperate – there was a famine and
people were starving – and it seemed like something a powerhungry deity would want. In their minds, sacrificing a few
children would save thousands of others. The math made sense.

I don’t believe we need to defend our actions. The peopled did
what they felt was necessary to satisfy their angry and
demanding god. I will say this though, you people have taken
our blueprint and expanded it in ways that we never even
dreamed. Yes, children were sacrificed at my altar, but even
in those days, the people had to pretend that it was for some
greater cause. These days, all pretense has been dropped. Now
you are sacrificing your babies for convenience, choice, lack
of money, and basically any other reason you can invent. You
are really doing it! You have finally gotten a large section
of society to believe that killing your babies is not only a
good choice but in many cases, the best choice. For crying out
loud, you’ve framed it as a basic human right! Hat tip to the
evil mastermind that came up with that con. You’ve even
defined it as smart family planning and reproductive
healthcare. What the Baal?!? I thought we had some pretty
devious and masterful ideas back in the day, but that takes
the cake.
I guess that is all I’ve got for today. Keep up the good work
people. You are carrying on the proud tradition we started
thousands of years ago. And you are doing it in ways that make
our system look primitive and feeble. Bravo! One of these days
I am going to make my comeback and when I do, I am putting all
these ideas into practice. I have learned so much. Thank you
for that.
Happy sacrificing!
Molech

Warriors Set To Sign Thor,
Incredible Hulk to Maintain
Their Gigantic Advantage Over
Rest of NBA
Oakland, CA–Sources are reporting that the Golden State
Warriors, in response to LeBron James signing with the Los
Angeles Lakers, and just hours after signing highly coveted
free agent DeMarcus Cousins, have also reached agreements with
several Marvel Superheroes to guarantee they keep their
enormous talent advantage over the rest of the NBA for the
third year in a row.
So far Thor and The Incredible Hulk have signed 1-year, capfriendly deals and the team has also reached out to Iron Man
and Ant-Man, though the team would have to petition the NBA to
be more flexible regarding uniforms to ensure the suits would
be part of the deal.
“Things got tense there for a second,” comment Kevin Durant.
“I came here to make sure I would have a cakewalk to the
championship every year and if the Lakers add Kawhi then my
plan would have been legit in danger. Having Hulk in the low
post and the God of Thunder flying all over the court,
literally, is going to keep us on cruise control all season
long.”
“Yeah, it’s all cool,” Commented Warriors’ guard and two time
NBA MVP Steph Curry, with his typical boyish charm. “Warriors
Assemble! And all that.”
Thor, explaining his decision, added, “I do not know this game
of baskets and balls, but upon my honor, I shall endeavor to
vanquish all our enemies. I fought for millennia alongside the
Warriors Three (Odin rest their souls) and shall now wage

glorious battle with the Warriors of the Golden State.”
Hulk had no comment.
In a completely unprecedented move, sources also say Bugs
Bunny and Wayne Knight have reached out to the Warriors,
hoping their contributions in vanquishing the MonStars 22
years ago will make them attractive potential free agents as
well.
Check back here for the latest on this quickly developing
story.

Enlightened
Woman
Leaves
Christianity Due to Jesus and
the Apostles’ Dehumanizing
Language
Portland, Oregon – Emily Van Zant has been a churchgoer all
her life, until now. She was born and raised attending
church “any time the doors were open,” as she puts it. But
recently, the more she reads the Bible, the more problems she
has with the tone and rhetoric from some of Christianity’s key
figures.
“I tried for a long time to ignore the angry and hostile
language that many of the Apostles were spewing. My breaking
point was when I realized that this problem originated with
Jesus. I decided I could no longer align myself with such
intolerant and dehumanizing language and ideology. All people
are valuable and created with the spark of divinity. Calling

them ‘a brood of vipers’ or ‘white-washed tombs’ was just a
bridge too far for me. Shouldn’t we be showing love to
everyone, not just those that agree with us?”
Ms. Van Zant joins a growing number of disillusioned exChristians who are looking to live out their faith in a more
inclusive and tolerant manner. Ms. Van Zant continues:
“I was already struggling with Paul calling Jews “dogs” in
Philippians 3:2. But when a good friend of mine pointed out
that Jesus called a Canaanite woman a “dog” I knew this sort
of intolerance and bigotry was something I could no longer
condone. I embarked on a journey of reflection and factfinding, and I realized this intolerance went deeper than just
language. It was foundational to the entire Christian faith.
Jesus’ entire ministry and message were built on noninclusivity, intolerance, and self-centeredness. He actually
taught that he was the only way to heaven! The level of
arrogance it takes to make that claim is mindboggling. That
was his path, and I respect him for that, but you can’t force
your path on anyone else. You aren’t allowed to tell other
people that their path is wrong. That’s not how this works.
More and more people are seeing the truth and coming to the
realization that the party is over for Jesus and his good time
buddies of intolerance.”
For the time being, Emily Van Zant is on her own path, seeking
knowledge, wisdom, and faith in a number of religions and
faiths.
“I will keep looking until I find something that works best
for me. And once I do, I will be sure to tell everyone how
intolerant and bigoted they are if they disagree with me.”

Sonic, Buoyed by Success of
the Pickle Juice Slush, Seeks
to Corner the Market on Wacky
Menu Items
Delighted by the response to the pickle juice slush, Sonic now
plans to offer up a variety of other shocking food options.
Here are some of their more inspired creations:

Trash Burger – Employees literally walk out to the dumpster,
grab some trash, slap it between two buns and deliver it to
your car. Delicious!

Brown Bag Extra Special – 9/10 chance you will get a regular
brown bag special. 1/10 chance you will get a brown bag full
of mustard and ketchup.

Burnt Tots – Just like Mom used to make. The tots are engulfed
in flames until they are smoldering ashes, then they are
served directly to your taste buds. Yum!

Decent Chicken Sandwich – Nothing weird about this one, except
that they just haven’t been able to crack the code on the
chicken sandwich yet. Adequate!

Lunch Burrito – Tired of breakfast burritos? Ready to level
up? Get ready for a lunch burrito, which is basically any

regular lunch menu item lazily wrapped in a burrito shell. It
costs twice as much, but you’ll love it.

Flat Dr. Pepper – They bought a two-liter of Dr. Pepper,
opened the cap, put it back on and left it in the cooler for a
month. Who will be brave enough to drink it?! FLAT!

Tap Water – It’s tap! GROSS!

Hamburger Sundae – Nothing says “frozen treat” like a big
chunk of steaming hot burger slapped down right in the middle
of it. Eat it up, meatheads!

Bacon Peanut Butter Shake – Basically just a peanut butter
shake with what seems to be a solitary, torn up piece of bacon
at the very bottom. Surprise!

Mystery Food – Someone found an unmarked food item with an
expired date on it in a dark corner of the pantry. Nobody
seems to know what it is, or what it used to be. You know you
want to eat it though! Comes with a mystery drink.

Chick-Fil-A Introduces “The
Self
Loather”
Chicken
Sandwich for LGBTQ Patrons
Who
Hate
Themselves
for
Eating CFA
Atlanta, GA– Giant, gay-hating, fast-casual chain, Chick-FilA, has just unveiled their newest culinary creation – “The
Self Loather.” It is a standard CFA chicken sandwich topped
with a slice of Monterey Jack cheese and Carolina Reaper
pepper infused garlic aioli. Dan Cathy, CEO and President of
the homophobic restaurant describes it this way, “We wanted to
have a chicken sandwich for all the LGBTQ people out there
that love our food, but feel guilty about eating it. This new
sandwich is the best of both worlds. It’s an incredibly
delicious sandwich, but due to the extra spicy additions to
our traditional, and incredibly bigoted sandwich, it leaves a
burn that will remind any LGBTQers that partake of it that
their taste buds have placed them firmly on the wrong side of
history.”
Chick-Fil-A is also planning on unveiling a second gayfriendly chicken sandwich in the fourth quarter of 2018 they
are tentatively calling “The LGBTBBQ.” We will report any
updates on that story as they become available.

Young Boy Boycotts Company
That Makes Boys Cots.
San Francisco – Tristan Moore, 10 years old, has officially
announced that he is launching a boycott. His target? Cots and
Stuff, a company based out of Johnson City, Tennessee, that
makes, among other things, portable sleeping devices. Young
Tristan chose this cot making company for his boycott when he
heard about the other boycotts happening all over the country.
Says Tristan, “I didn’t know what a boycott was so I asked my
parents and they said I’m only 10 years old and shouldn’t be
worried about boycotts. I was still confused about boycotts
when I remembered that Mrs. Riding (Tristan’s 4th-grade
teacher) always tell us to break words down into smaller parts
so that is what I did. Boy Cotts. So I looked around on the
internet and found a company that made cots for boys. So now
I’m boycotting a cot company that makes cots for boys. That
made about as much sense as anything else.”
If that makes little sense, you are not alone. We pressed
young Tristan for a better explanation on the boycott.
“Um… I don’t know. There was that lady on TV that people were
boycotting and then there was all that Starbucks stuff. It
seems like people love to boycott stuff. I thought it sounded
fun. But I still have no idea what a boycott does. Maybe
someone that has boycotted can explain to me what a boycott is
supposed to do. As far as I can tell it’s just a funny word
that gets a lot of people angry or excited and then it doesn’t
really do anything.”
Maybe Tristan understands boycotts better than he realizes.

Millions Watch Porn Star on
Sunday Night, Some on 60
Minutes
Continuing an unbroken record that stretches years, millions
of Americans sat down Sunday night for around 30 minutes to
watch a porn actress.
“I do this once a week usually. Sometimes twice” said one
young man who wished to remain anonymous. “I’m sure I’ve seen
Stormy Daniels before, but it was weird seeing her with
clothes on.”
There have been over 7 billion web searches for pornography
since the start of 2015. Also, 1 in 5 mobile searches is for
pornographic content.
“Wait, she actually has a life?” another anonymous man
commented. “I always thought her entire existence was for my
personal exploitive use. I’m really surprised to think of her
as, well, another human being.”
24% of smartphone owners admit to having pornographic material
on their mobile handset.
Not everyone was happy with the porn star’s fully clothed,
non-sexual appearance on 60 minutes.
A third anonymous man remarked, “I am a big fan of Miss
Daniels, but I feel like she really sold out Sunday night. It
seemed very shameless of her.”
64% of Christian men and 15% of Christian women say they watch
porn at least once a month.[1. All stats courtesy of Covenant

Eyes.]

Man
Now
Unable
to
Tell
Difference Between Satire and
Real News
CHICAGO, IL—Local ESL teacher Gowdy Cannon today confirmed
that he no longer can distinguish between satire articles and
actual news articles on his Facebook feed.
Cannon, 39 and also an associate pastor of a Bel-Cragin area
Baptist church, commented, “Yeah, I give up. I saw a headline
the other day about a couple getting married with AR-15s at
the service. And I thought, ‘Those rascals at Babylon Bee or
The Onion have really outdone themselves this time!’ But turns
out, it was true. Then, I saw where Trump had blamed Obama for
the stock market plunging one day, complete with a tweet by
Trump with phrases like ‘Not good!’ and I thought, ‘Yep, that
sounds about right.’ Turns out, it was a Bee article. I have
no idea anymore.”
Sources close to Cannon at the website he writes for,
Rambling Ever On, have also verified that he has thrown in the
towel. “I mean, if Snopes is so clueless they are fact
checking Babylon Bee,” commented Phill Lytle, “I am not sure I
blame Gowdy for his stance.”
“He had been teetering for a while,” commented Ben Plunkett.
“Recently the Bee had an article on how Kamala Harris stopped
briefly at a gun violence protest on her way to a pro-abortion
rally and Gowdy was like, ‘That’s barely satire! That could
totally be real!’ Juxtapose that with how incredulous he was

when he found out last July that Trump’s tweeting a video of
himself slamming a chair into CNN wasn’t fake and you can see
how this thousand mile journey had quite a few steps.”
It is also being reported by Cannon’s wife Kayla that he
reluctantly has stopped getting any news from social media for
this reason but also so he can focus more time on his March
Madness tournaments.

Calvinist Constantly Using
Romans 9 Argument Stunned to
Read Verses 30-33
Local Calvinist Ezekiel Owens, after years of pulling out
Romans 9 as his invincible weapon in discussions with
Arminians, was taken aback today to read the last few verses
of the chapter, according to sources.
“Yeah, for years he would get in lengthy discussions about
what ‘all’ means in the Bible, but he always knew that if they
got bogged down in details that he had a theological bazooka
in his hip pocket,” confirmed his neighbor and aunt, Alice.
“He was always going on about ‘God has mercy on whom he
desires and hardens whom he desires. Who are you to question
how or why God saves people?’ Bam! Gun to a knife fight. Now
that he’s read Paul clarify by saying God has mercy and
hardens based on whoever puts their faith in him, he seems
lost. There’s even talk of him looking on Amazon for Arminius’

three-volume work. It’s that serious.”
Ezekiel’s old college roommate and unabashed Arminian, Joel,
added, “I’ve been trying for years to use Romans 10:9 and the
obvious choice of ‘if you confess’ to convince him of free
will in salvation, but apparently he could not be convinced
from chapter 10. Had to be 9.”
There have also been rumors of Ezekiel shaving his beard, but
as of this writing those rumors are unconfirmed.

